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1 WT« ongf cold wait at the old camp, have I
: • ’ packed the la«t'sledge and come trotting I I

' ; 5 ' # < I along our tracks. . II
. _• “The mid-march halt runs into an hour I• V. I d at the end we pack up and tramp

forth again. We generally make our I 
-.‘a; final camp about 8 o’clock, and within an 1

•* !_• j hour and a half moet of us are in our I
sleeping bags.

“At the long halts we do our best for 
animals by building snow walls and 

I improving their rugs.”
Back again at “Safety Camp,” near 

Cape Evans, one party was caught with 
sledge and ponies on drifting floes, in a 

(churning sea. After many hours of in- 
I cessant struggle the men and goods were 
(saved, but two ponies were lost.
I The eastern exploring party brought 
(bâtit the disconcerting news that Capt. 
(Amundsen, the Danish explorer, had es
tablished a winter camp in the Bay of 
j Whales, 128 miles near the pole than!

! (gcott’e camp, and had the advantage of I 
position for the southern dash the follow-1 

(nigsummer. But Scott resolved to adhere 
to his plans exactly as if he had not hÿard 
of it.
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Actress’ Love For 
A Young Marpis

r."

Do you know that we have 
- the largest and most complete 

stock of skirts in Brandon? 
—Skirts which are made as 
they should be made—up to 
the latest minute in style and 
finish; skirts which we priced 
lower than elsewhere, as a
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.1 Frantic Efforts by Sprig of 

Nobility’s Family to Prevent 
Scandal Are Futile
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8PICBâVoDS"SSET»BUSH,B0 DEPOTS SOPTHWARD. If.. ■ ^ *

I left fo a sealed tube, a complete diary of the trip up to the the members of the marquis’ famdy have

^^at^c of adventure was found with Capt. Scott’s dead body and Îe^e^^n

dith^LÏÏciXtÏÏ. But the diary itsrif was turned over ,still sealed, to Cap*. OW^s^nÏ fotw^xpedTtiona/one ti> “lay depots” toward the1«”th|V

Scott’s widow and has been religiously guarded. j™,™™* pole to explore the mountains to the east.
The News today is able to print the chief passage from this remarkable document, meanwhile, grew fierce. They fought among thefoeeivee, and evbn

by fecial permission of Everybody’s Magazine, which begins pubhcation of the iar> j attafiked Cap( g^l* and nearly killed a pony When it fell.
H@e is Scott’s description of a typical day’s man* on one of thë depot-making trip
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usual thing—but now on ac
count of a too heavy stock 
are further reduced by 25^per 
cent It is an opportunity 
worth while. Come and see.
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DOIG & ROBERTSON
Brandon’s Busiest StoreAfter Plucky 

Aviator's BM
I
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a diaastmus storm in the “ roaring f«ties ’ ’ of the southern seas. . “The rugs come off the animate,-the harness is put on, tenta «Ad c&mp equipment

bd amved,«t l«*t *t the jewi'f^tegjiation in RÉes S«i Island, çi thç lee of th^j|““*
^.ceBamer 1 the southern continent as with a rampart of steel. ... party hM been Slow striking their tent. I

p Here they unloaded there cargo, their provisions, dogs, pomes, and sledges and**ts, . ^ horaes have got co]d, and at the word they are off. Finnesko (fur boots), give 
•. and established a permanent camp safe on the eternal ice field. “killer” U poor foothold on the slippery sastrugi (hardened snow waves) a^id for a minute ur
• Alim II III ■MÉIF**FTying then- cargo, they had a 0'% twVdrivers have some difficulty in maintaining the pacte on then feet. Movement is

_   __________ . !red to stem rope, on an ice floe beside the ship, while hati and ^ ^ the column has settled itself to steady marching.
a down whales played around, and a photographer tried to get pictures of them. Sud- t,^ pace ig gtiU t)rigki the light bad, and at intervals one or another of us suddenly
denly they disappeared. ... , ,1 steps on a shpptifÿ patch and falls prone. The march paæfes with a^teady tramp.

“The next moment, ’ ’ writes Scott, ‘ ‘ the whole floe under him and the dogs heaved weakerponies drop a bit,but are soon up in line àgaip «hqn the first halt is
up and split into fragments. Whale after whale rose under the ice setting it rocking l ne weaKCr po
fiercely. One could hear the booming noise as the whales rose under the ice and struck << ^ the end of the half-march approaches I get out my whistle . Then at a shrill
it with their backs. - # , • blast Bowers wheels to the left; his tent mates lead farther out to get the distance for

“Then, one after another, their huge, hideous heads shot vertically into the airi
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German Officer's Outfit 
Said to be Engineered 

By Enemies
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Ask os for ParticularsUberthier, and he was raised from thé 
ranks and promoted sub-lieutenant, 
ing to his bravery at the time of the mut
iny of the 17th Regiment qt Beziers 
years ago, when he prevented, at the risk 
of his life, the soldiers from blowirifc up 
the powder magazine. Some of the 
men who had a grudge against him are 

j said to belong to the Labor Confederation, 
and are alleged to have sworn to take re* 
venge.

During the last month or six weeks 
I the sub-lieutenant has bad a series of 
strange accidents. One of these happened 
when he was flying at a height of 3,700 
feet. Then another time he was flying 
at a height, of 2,400 feet, when something 

On each occasion the aero-

ow-

Any’man or woman addicted to 
Kquor habit can easily free themse 
and ilimin&te all traces of alcohx 
from their system by the f

some

4
Berlin, June 30—For some days past 

there has been talk of a mysterious sabot- 
onnection with a commissioned offi-

■~yNEAL
treatment. Our'faith in the Neal Treats 
ment is illustrated by our readinèsa to 
refund the money when the patiedt v * 
leaves the Institute if he or she is not 
satisfied.

The Neal Treatment does not contain 
hypodermic injections and leaves no bad 
after effects. It is a purely vegetable 
compound taken intcmaUy^and acts on 
the entire system clearing and strength
ening nerves and brain. • <5-

The Neal Treatment for (he Drug Rabit 
is as satisfactory as the treatment for 
the drink habit, but takes longer.
• Ask for “A Little Journey to the Neal •„ 
Institutes,” by Elbert Bubbard.
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gave way. . ,
planp came down tilting sideways and it 
was by a miracle that he was not killed. 
On a third occasion he was flying at a 
height of 3000 feet, when a valve got 
out of order, Mid it was by extraordinary 

of mind that the aviator held

*

A SPL XD1D LOT mmAN presence
to his seat and managed to ; steer for a 
hedge, Which again saved his life. The 
apparatus is now guarded by troopers. 
It is a complete wreck, and the police 
are <m«i«ting the military authorities in 
making an inquiry.
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Neal Institute v ;to to

Prices the Lowest, $190 to $290 Each, except corners 405 Broadway, Winnipeg; phone M

Great Heat Wave 
Sweeps Continent

to v mcooler weather was held out for Monday; 
and also thunder showers tonight nay^ 
alley iate the suffering.
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Mt “come TITLE PERFECT UNDER TORRENS SYSTEM _
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L O. O. F. MANCHESTER UNITY

BIG EXCURSION TOMORROWv
% -

?

Thirty-Four Deaths ànd Count 
less Prostrations Reported 

From All Sides

The above society are running their 
big excursion to Port age la Prairie tomor- „

(Dominion Day). All the arrange- « 
ments are complete, and a good time is as- 

Anyone desirous of taking in a 
picnic on Dominion Day are specially • 
invited to come along. Tickets are selling %
fast, and may be obtained at the C.N.R. (
station. The train leaves Brandon at 
7.30 a.m. sharp. The four lodges in Win
nipeg are also bringing a big crowd.
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LOYALTY AND AFFECTION

FOB QUEEN ALEXANDRA
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Minneapolis, Minn., June 30.—The 
heat wave which has spread across Amer
ica continues with unabated intensity. 
Thirty-four persons were reported dead, 
many
trated yesterday, by the fourth consecu
tive day of excessive heat. There were 
fifteen "prostrations and one insane vic
tim in St. Paul and Minneapolis.

The heat wave area extends from the 
eastern edge of the Rocky mountains 
to the Atlantic coast, and on the north 
from Moorhead, Minn., to the gulf. 
Throughout this whole district untold 
suffering was experienced.

From Bismarch, N.D., a temperature 
of 100 degrees was officially recorded, 
while Pierre, S.D., was almost as high. 
Few cities in the path of the heat wave 
recorded less than 90.

No relief from the torrid season is 
promised as yet. The forecast last 
night merely was, “Fair and wanner in 

! the northeast portion.” Slight hope for

driven mad, and hundreds proe- f V
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bring your
ONE DOLLAR 

TO-DAY Wntiful lots left. Come Early. Buy a lot where all are buying and watch it grow in value fi

V
ndra Day to 
ed last year 
affection" bf

London, June 25.—“Ales 
an annual observance institi
in token of the loyalty 
the people for Queen Alexandra, was l * 
.widely celebrated 'today throughout the *1 
United Kingdom. About two-thirds of N. / 
the people seen in the streets of London V. 

Queen Alexandra’s favorite flower, (

to

shine. See the Big Sign on 28th St, yon cannot miss itSalesmen on grounds all day and evenings, rain or m
wore
the little pink and white wild rose. Flow
er stands were erected in many of the 
public squares and were presided over by 
ladies of the nobility. The proceeds of 
the sales will be donated to nmnetbua 
charitable and benevolent institutions 
in which Queen Alexandra is interested.
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